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About This Game

The Groupies have invaded, and Shannon Tweed has had enough! Cougars, slugs, beauty queens, and bimbos - they all want a
shot at the fame that comes with getting a rockstar. These groupies are relentless and Shannon isn’t going to back down without
a fight. Join her in her battle to stop crazed groupies from getting Her Man! It’s not going to be easy, but with a little help from

some celebrity friends, you can help Shannon end the groupie invasion.

Features:
- Unlock celebrity characters

- Power up and gain new, hilarious weapons!
- Unlock comedic groupie characters

- Featuring celebrity voiceovers by Shannon and Sophie Tweed-Simmons
- Unlock exclusive, never before seen content from behind the scenes
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Too much pixel hunting, confusing and arbitrary puzzles, and a wholly unnecessary 'insane asylum' interlude in the middle of the
chapter. I won't be buying the full game.. What an awesome, intuative, cute, and most importantly, addictive little game! It's
very difficult to put this one down, no matter how much your pride tells you to walk away. It is stark, industrial and visually
distinct in such a way that you can easily enter a zen-like focus in what would otherwise be a confusing mess. This is something
I'll absolutely come back to time and again.. I find these raving positive reviews about this game highly suspicious.
This game is very small on content, feels like a simple flash game.
And it still looks more like an early beta game, even though it is advertised as a finished product.
Beware.. I've played this game before and it is one of the BEST Nancy Drew games. However, it will no longer load/run on
Steam, which is super disappointing :( If you can find it somewhere else, play it! It's awesome, it just doesn't work here for
some reason..... The game doesn't look nearly as good as it does in the trailer or the screenshots. It has more content than most
VR games, but it's definitely not worth 40 bucks. The exploration and wave shooter levels are very limited and outside of that is
almost nothing to do. I tried multiplayer, but it's not even possible to find other people playing. There aren't even any human
NPC's (such as visitors) in the game even though they are shown in the trailer.
Issued a refund.
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Unfortunately this is my first "not recommended" review. This "game" is awesome, very well polished and fun. However, it is a
single mission and in my 17 minutes of play I managed to complete 3 separate playthroughs. This is more of a tech demo than a
stand alone game. In under 20 minutes I've done it all, simply not enough content to warrant the price tag ($1 a minute in my
case). I have refunded for now but once this title has more content it will certainly warrant a purchase.. The worst game ever
played. The camera is so dumb, this game is just Car mechanic 2014 with trucks. Don't waste your money.. WTF my pc can run
Gta V,Apex Legends,PUBG and Crew 3 smoothly and can't run this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥while i was playing this game my pc
was burning no ♥♥♥♥ing joke if you have a bad computer never buy it if your computer is at normal specs buy it it might lag
but worth it i only could finish the first chapter but you can tell that this is a good game the music is so good like jazzy music
while you are slaughtering people just amazing. This game although buggy and very laggy is still very fun. This is one of those
choose how you play type games where you can be a law abiding citizen or kill everyone. But this one I feel actually expands
upon that idea where it atcually pays to be a citizen. There are missions, scenes, (like aliens crashing but dont take the gun) guns
cars, wanted level etc. Like I said the game is in very early developement and is still buggy but I feel with a little extra work and
some settings. This game can thrive just fix the missions a little bit like if i do something for the mayor i should have right to
not be arrested but vice versa if someone stole a kids treehouse and I have to kill someone. (Not joking). I really enjoyed this
game, even with the season pass, I wish it went for longer. The world is beautiful and I like how it had side quests. I got a bit
frustrated at the card system as no matter what you equip, the abilities you use would ultimately be random.. A very nice
reincarnation of Super Hexagon.
If you liked SH, then Get it, get it now!. Got it on sale for 0,39€. Atmosphere is nice, but doors were hard to open. Lol'ed at a
jump scare, just to be scared by the next one xD Puzzle was solvable, but not too easy. remotley fun, not very though, you start
of with a medium amount of resources and theres not really any good way to get more at all. Oh and there's no save feature.
Refunded.
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